In early-modern north India, knowledge systems developed simultaneously in multiple 'classical' and 'vernacular' languages. This article examines the processes of multilingual knowledge transmission through an analysis of a Brajbhasha (Classical Hindi) music treatise, the Sangitadarpana ('Mirror of Music') of Harivallabha (c.1653). Harivallabha was translating a recent Sanskrit work of the same name: an oldfashioned treatise that nonetheless proved extremely influential in Persian and other Sanskrit works, as well as in miniature painting. This article examines the implications of the vernacular rendering of the Sangitadarpana and Harivallabha's seminal influence on the musicological intellectual culture that followed in his wake. Drawing on other translations and treatises in other forms of Hindi and Bengali, the article also considers the limits of Brajbhasha's circulation, and the wider implications of using a vernacular language for reading, listening, visual, and performance practices.
Beyond translation by rewording, changing the script was a standard procedure for communicating texts to different audiences. On the page, transliteration creates the optical illusion of profound transformation, when the change is perhaps more nuanced: alphabets carry their own cultural connotations, which inform the way a text is read without altering the words themselves. Conversely, two manuscripts that appear to represent the same text in the same script may have been intended for different reading practices, ultimately producing quite different texts in the moment of performance and reception. When a verse appears as an inscription over an ornate miniature painting, it is ultimately very different from when the same words appear in a singer's handbook, marked with notations and other prescriptions for musical performance. These functional copies gesture to other kinds of unmarked, oral mediation: not only were performers "able to modify inflections and replace words that were too local while keeping to the metrical scheme," 2 they could also interrupt their enactment or recital of a text with their own (improvised or formal) explanations and elaborative digressions.
George Steiner argued that some form of translation is a constant in communication,
that "to understand is to decipher. To hear significance is to translate." 3 This is a key consideration when we examine a multilingual literary culture: it is inadequate to think of literary translations as reified objects, contained within the dialogue of a source and a target language. Matthew Reynolds observes that "what literary translation captures is not simply in the source text but is brought into being by the continuous process of reading-and-makingsense-and-translating. Translators, no more than readers, do not simply 'read things in' to their sources; but neither do they simply 'read off' from them." 4 In a multilingual environment, translation within or between languages provided poets, readers, and listening audiences with opportunities to reconfigure and repurpose texts. In particular, reconfiguration through Brajbhasha, an early-modern prestige vernacular associated with aesthetic pleasure, amplified the beauty-oriented properties and sonic textures of texts, and marked them as tools for self-cultivation, and ethical and erotic refinement. 5 This article examines the practices of translation, transliteration, and transmission in seventeenth-and eighteenth-century northern India, through the example of a Sanskrit work on music, the Sangitadarpana ("Mirror of Music"), which was repurposed in Brajbhasha (Classical Hindi) and other vernacular languages. 6 Musicological texts were flexible forms of literature: they appealed to different communities of readers and listeners, from professional musicians to courtly patron-connoisseurs; they could be read as works of poetry, or as digests of technical knowledge; and they could be transmuted into different media. 7 Sometimes, the Sangitadarpana appears as a digest of highly technical data, while elsewhere it appears as a work of poetry. These variations indicate the creative potential of transmission and translation: beyond literary considerations, this text was the basis for paintings, songs, and melodic compositions, which became part of the story of the original text's circulation. 8 Beyond an intellectual exercise, translation is a material practice. 9 Examining the different material forms the Sangitadarpana has taken, and retracing the editorial decisions behind each copy, underlines the malleability and versatility of the manuscript, and how, as an interactive object, each text or painting lent itself to different modes of exposition. Since musicology itself is an exercise in translation via inscription-giving literary and tangible form to the ephemeral experience of sound-texts about music were always intermediate and intermedial, even before they were rendered into different languages or non-verbal signs.
The literary appreciation of the Sangitadarpana was mediated by its translators.
Translating into a vernacular was a self-conscious enterprise, and Hindi dialects carried specific literary connotations that could nuance a poetic composition. 10 In terms of material practices, translation and transference occurred primarily through manuscript and scribal culture, but also through paintings, recitations, conversations, and songs. This involved 5 C.f. multilingual pedagogical ideologies in early modern England, in which vernacular romances provided stylistic and moral paradigms. Boro, "Multilingualism". 6 On translation into Brajbhasha, see Cort, "Making it Vernacular,"; Busch, Poetry of Kings. 7 C.f. Jakobson's definition of "intersemiotic translation or transmutation" as "an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of nonverbal sign systems." Jakobson, "On Linguistic Aspects of Translation," 233. 8 C.f. Orsini and Schofield, Tellings and Texts. 9 Reid, "The Enchantments of Circe". 10 Busch, Poetry of Kings; Pollock, The Language of the Gods; Phukan, "'Through throats where many rivers meet'". paper, music, and paint, brought into interaction by circulating scribes, musicians, officials and their peripatetic courts, and pilgrims.
The Sanskrit Sangitadarpana
Vernacular writings on music proliferated in north India over the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. These texts drew upon a tradition of scholastic musicology known as sangitashastra in Sanskrit, New treatises were in conversation with their predecessors: some were very traditional, and systematically recalled established theory, while others were more radical and cutting edge. Treatises explored different aspects of music, from the metaphysical relations between sound, the body, and the emotions, to more practical considerations, such as flaws and virtues in singing, or the composition of melodies.
These works were composed and read for different reasons, and variations in language shed light on the different circles involved in their production. In very general terms, works in Sanskrit and Brajbhasha usually positioned themselves in elite settings, appealing to a courtly appreciation for aesthetics, and the fashioning of the king as a connoisseur, and a critical enjoyer of music and beauty. Works in Indo-Persian indicate a similar discourse of connoisseurship, in conversation with Sufi understandings of experience, and the mores of the mehfil, a refined social setting for musical and poetic enjoyment. 12 While musical lore was indisputably an elite intellectual domain, it was not the exclusive preserve of royal courts or Mughal aristocratic houses. Merchants and businessmen also patronised and consumed these works, and there is also a lingering question over the extent to which practicing musicians and singers themselves read and used these texts.
From a technical, musicological perspective, the Sanskrit Sangitadarpana was a conservative and relatively unexciting work. 13 The author, Damodara, systematised earlier authorities and clarified three different systems (or "opinions", mata) for the organization of raga. Ragas and raginis are the fundamental units of composition in north Indian classical music: they provide the "grammar" for structuring a melody, and each has its own name, 11 Nijenhuis, Musicological Literature; Nijenhuis and Delvoye, "Sanskrit and Indo-Persian Literature on Music"; Brown, "Hindustani music," 27-43. 12 Brown, "If music be the food of love"; Brown, "The Social Liminality of Musicians". 13 Musicologists have maintained that Damodara was derivative, compared to some of his more experimental peers, such as Pundarikavitthala. Nijenhuis, Musicological Literature, literary and emotional connotations, appropriate timing, and other associations. 14 Damodara's systematisation emphasised the Hanuman mata in particular, which became an especially influential model. Damodara proved popular primarily because of his poetic visualisations (dhyanas) of the ragas, which were becoming increasingly fashionable in the early sixteenth century. 15 The chapter on raga seems to have been the most copied and circulated portion of the treatise, and was especially influential in ragamala ("raga-garland") painting. 16 However, the work did not circulate in its original language alone: tracing the transmission and translation of Damodara's raga visualisations reveals how vernacular languages were crucial in making the Sangitadarpana so significant.
The Sanskrit original was most likely written in the first decades of the seventeenth century, though it is unclear precisely where or when. Damodara was the son of one Laksmidhara Bhatta, who may, possibly, have been the poet and grammarian of that name in the employ of the Aravidu dynast Tirumala Raya (1569-72) at Vijayanagar. 17 The tone of his work, however, suggests that he positioned himself in a northern intellectual arena: over the sixteenth century, southern musicologists were becoming increasingly invested in mela systems, and were less concerned with the consolidation of raga matas. 18 It has also been suggested that Damodara was attached to Jahangir's court (1605-1627), though it is unclear what evidence supports this claim. 19 Damodara simplified one of the most influential Sanskrit treatises, the Sangitaratnakara (1200-1250), digesting its complexities with the help of a commentary (Kalanidhi, 1450 by Kallinatha, 20 ) and other musicological texts, including the Catvarimsacchataraganirupana and the Sangitadamodara. 21 Without being able to date 14 Widdess, The Rāgas of Early Indian Music; Bor, The Raga Guide; Leante, "The Lotus and the King". 15 Miner, "Raga in the Early Sixteenth Century". 16 Bake, Bydrage, 2; Nijenhuis, Musicological Literature, [19] [20] 28. Damodara accurately, we have to be cautious about saying which materials influenced him and which followed his example. His text has affinities to the 1609 Ragavibodha, 22 and has elements in common with an anonymous Sanskrit Sangitamala (oldest manuscript 1778). 23 Some of the illustrative raga verses in the Sangitadarpana are found on a number of paintings from northern India before 1600, which would suggest an earlier ragamala treatise, which Damodara incorporated into his own. 24 Damodara's Sanskrit text circulated across the subcontinent in a variety of scripts, from devanagari to telugu, 25 26 Although it does not appear that Damodara was translated into Bengali, I will argue that he was known to a limited extent to an early-modern Bengali readership. 27 Nineteenth-century Urdu musicologists also worked with the text, though it is unclear in which language they read it. 28 While this article cannot claim to provide an exhaustive index of the iterations of the Sangitadarpana through every language, 29 and focusses primarily on 22 Sarmadee, The Sangitamala probably influenced Hindi Text I in Ebeling's system, see Ebeling, Ragamala Painting, . Sangitamala discussed in Gangoly, Rāgas, Text C in Ebeling's system. 25 E.g. Palm Leaf MS, Oriental Research Institute Mysore, P 2847. 26 Kulkarni, The Sanskrit text was published in Calcutta by S.M. Tagore in 1881. On Tagore's musicology see Williams, "Hindustani Music, [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] [230] [231] [232] Williams, "Music, Lyrics, and the Bengali Book, [474] [475] [476] [477] [478] [479] [480] [481] [482] [483] [484] [485] E.g. Imam, Ma`dan al-Mūsīqī . 29 Nijenhuis, Musicological Literature, 27. Nijenhuis suggests the text travelled in eastern India through the Oriya Kalankuranibandha (32), but Katz notes that the text cited was the Sangitadamodara, see Katz, "The musicological portions," Vol. II, 66. the Brajbhasha transmissions, the point is to stress the relevance of translation in the reception and consumption of a text, and to explore how a multilingual society discussed and disseminated ideas pertaining to esoteric knowledge systems, and an elite culture of connoisseurship.
Harivallabha's translation
The Brajbhasha translation of the Sangitadarpana was completed sometime prior to 1653, the year of the oldest dated manuscript; this suggests that Harivallabha and Damodara were quite possibly contemporaries. We know very little about Harivallabha himself. 30 Gangoly) . 33 Burke, "Cultures of Translation," 34. 34 Gangoly, Rāgas, 121. it appears, with bad verses, -stands out in strong contrast with the very well styled and clear Sanskrit, using, almost without exception, well handled çlokas." 35 Ganges-bearer, head marked by the moon, three-eyed, body adorned by snakes, clad in an elephant's hide, radiant trident in his hand, bearing a human skull, in a white garment: Bhairava, first of ragas, conquers. dha ni sa ga ma dha. That is Bhairava. 36 Harivallabha translated this into the Brajbhasha kavitta meter, which gave him a larger number of syllables than were available in the Sanskrit, allowing him to expand on the description: sīsa jaṭāni meṅ gaṅga taraṅga trilocana caṅda lilāṭahi ūpara lāla visāla phaṇī śira kī mani jyoti lasai kachu kuṅḍala dūpara hara rūpa kiyeṅ kara śrūla layeṅ harivallabha rījheṅ ḍamarūpara bhūṣana nāgani ke tana meṅ dhari bhairava rāga virājata bhūpara A gush of the Ganges in the dreadlocks upon his head, three-eyed, the moon over his brow, a cobra's hood, huge and red, is like the jewel of a headband, light sparkles from a pair of earrings Assuming the form of Hara, taking a trident in his hand, Harivallabha, delighting over his drum, wearing ornaments of snakes over his body: 35 Bake, Bydrage, 2. Bake provides an example of Harivallabha "misinterpreting" his source text (4). 36 Text and translation (adapted) from Bake, Bydrage, [44] [45] Bhairav raga is radiant upon the earth. 37 Although Bhairav still bears a likeness to the god Shiva (Hara), Harivallabha has departed from his source text: the elephant hide and the human skull have both been erased from the description, and other elements have been glossed to suggest a bejewelled, radiant beauty.
Damodara had also played with the suggestion of snakes as ornaments, but Harivallabha has focussed on the embossed, jewel-like surface of the cobra's hood (phaṇī) to suggest red precious stones crowning Bhairav, accessorised by earrings. The trident remains in place, but Harivallabha has added the damaru drum. Again, this underlines the artistry of Bhairav-Shiva, rather than focussing on the macabre skull necklace. The phrasing itself might even be an intertextual reference to a Hindi classic, the Ramacaritmanasa of Tulsidas (c.1574), which describes Shiva in similar terms: …kara śrūla layeṅ harivallabha rījheṅ ḍamarūpara (Harivallabha) What this is, is that whenever someone offers up a book they say a salutation to Brahma and Mahadev, for they are great, and (they say) now I am about to tell you the essence of the theory of sangita, which I've drawn out a little.
The prose Hindi is stripped down and unpoetic, the syntax reflecting conversational speech (vah ju hai…). Although the fundamental vocabulary has been retained there are also a number of transformations over the three registers: Shiva, for example, has a different name in each rendition (Maheshvara, Shankara, Mahadev). Damodara and Harivallabha both used the word sāra for "essence", and Harivallabha went one step further, adding new words to the verse that provided internal rhymes with sāra (apāra, vāra, pāra, nirdhāra). The prose paraphrase, however, has discarded sāra for a synonym, tattva. The informality of the paraphrase is very different from the considered poetic of Harivallabha, and suggests a reader who required an extremely straightforward rendering of the music treatise. The explanation that books are started by saluting the deities in particular suggests that this added register was intended for a non-Indian reader. Modak metre: Know that dhaivata is the note in initial position (graha), I shall describe this music in the form of Shiva: Snake bracelets and moon-browed, River of gods in his dreadlocks, garland of heads around his neck White garment, three intelligent eyes Epitome of perfections, the highly clever one.
Paida's translation re-works the original visualisation, and key markers like the trident and drum are absent; he focussed on the idea of Shiva as intelligent and powerful (sidhi sarūpa -literally, the essential form of sidhis, powers acquired through ascetic discipline), which was new to the ragadhyana. Notably, there are shared elements between Paida's translation and the earlier, anonymous text-including the sasi bhāla in a rhyming position with m/ruṅda māla-which might suggest influence in one or direction or another. He wrote in a metre he called modak, but his verses do not comply with the canonical prescription for modak, and it is possible that he was thinking of a musical metre by that name. 61 59 Text transcribed from the inscription on the Brooklyn Museum painting of Bhairav, Ac. 86.227.53. I compared this verse to the manuscript of the Sabhavinoda (f. 1v) in Madan Mohan Gupta's online manuscript collection, dated VS1888 (1831CE). There were minor and less satisfactory variants, including "seta badana", that is a "white body" rather than "white garment": the scribe presumably assumed the badana would be more appropriate, since the god Śiva conventionally has a white body, but the Sangitadarpana visualization demands a white garment. 60 In the Sanskrit, we have dha-ni-sa-ga-ma-dha. the yellow dreadlocks on his head, the elation of the Ganges, a huge tamala tree, the moon is radiant, three eyes sparkle in his face, relief from suffering, an earring shimmers in his ears, he wears snakes like ornaments over his ashen body, takes the trident in his hand, the drum resounds, in the likeness of the incomparable form of Sadashiva, Bhairav raga is a brilliant beauty.
Traces of Harivallabha-words, phrases, and sonic textures-are indicated in the transliteration in bold. Kavi Krishna has digested and deconstructed Harivallabha's translation, and crafted a new version of the verse from its fragments. The first line shares much in common with Harivallabha, in particular echoing his internal rhymes, but also paints a distinct picture of its own: the dreadlocks are now yellow, in contrast to a giant (viśāla, which Harivallabha introduced to describe the snake's hood) dark-barked tamala tree, and offset by the radiant moon. The interplay of colours and lights becomes the defining feature of the verse, as Kavi Krishna imagines sparkling eyes, shimmering earrings, the embossed skins of snakes against the glowing ash over Bhairav's body, which is called "mahāchabi,"
suggesting beauty as brilliance or lustre.
62 A manuscript of the Ragakutuhala is preserved in the Pothikhana, Jaipur (Acc. 3825(1), dated 1766). A lithograph copy was published in Sahai, Ragaratnakara. Portions were collated by Jagannath Prasad 'Bhanu' in his Kavya Prabhakar (1905) . 63 Jainagar refers, perhaps, to a settlement in Hazaribagh (now Jharkhand), or perhaps Jainagar in the Darbhanga-Madhubani district of Bihar.) Hazaribagh was suggested Singh, "Rāgakutūhala," 425-6; c.f. Gangoly, Rāgas, 132. 64 Suggested by Kunwar Brajendra Singh, drawing upon Misra et al., Mishrabandhuvinoda, Ragakutuhala as cited in Sahai, Ragaratnakara, 9. Should this verse be considered a translation, and if so, what would was the source text: Harivallabha's Sangitadarpana, or Damodara's, or an imagined "ur-poem" behind these different versions of Bhairav? 66 Reynolds suggests that a translation might be distinguished from other kinds of re-writing (including paraphrase and interpretation), when "you feel you are 'quoting' someone even though your words are different from what was actually said." 67 To someone who knew Harivallabha's work, Kavi Krishna was indeed quoting, but he was also rearticulating and innovatively reimagining the vignette. The ur-poem is perhaps a useful concept here, since Kavi Krishna did not explicitly claim to be translating either of these authors, but is redeploying the visualization they had described.
Beauty in the Vernacular
These different Brajbhasha poets shared a fascination with beauty. As I have already indicated, the ragadhyana verses were amplified in translation through descriptions of lustre, radiance, brilliance, and jewellery. Here Bhairav is the embodiment of masculine attractiveness: his desirability is refined and ornamental, marked by his jewellery (rather than his undecorated flesh) and his saturation in rasa, a word that gestures to both material unguents smeared over his skin and the affective principle in rasa poetics. His cultivated sex appeal is overwhelming: it blows the bees off course in their pursuit of nectar, and since "alī" means both bees and female companions, the suggestion is that the women are swarming around him, bewildered by lust. The painting in Album 33 depicts the royal Bhairav in the style of Krishna, sitting on a couch with one of the adoring women, who feeds him a delicacy while he gropes her breast. 71 The prepared bed is positioned suggestively above them, in an upper storey of the palace.
This brief example underlines two dimensions of how the ragamala genre circulated.
Firstly, the verse above the painting has been very poorly transcribed; apart from some unusual spellings, only the first and last lines actually rhyme correctly: in the second couplet, "bhinai" should have been "bhīnau" to rhyme with "dīnau" (assuming that "dīnau" was correct). Reading them on the page, this series of failed rhymes looks unsatisfactory;
however, reading the verse aloud, it would be easy to understand and correct the variant spellings. This gestures to the importance of orality: vocalizing the vernacular entailed an extempore redaction of the text, so much so that it was not considered problematic to write flawed verses on refined paintings trimmed with gold. "Proofreading" was not a priority.
Secondly, the verse exemplifies how the ragamala genre proliferated partly because of its ability to articulate and connect valued knowledge systems relating to gendered aesthetics and sexual practices: raga poetry digested theories of music, poetics, comportment, and erotics. The texts were objects of pleasure and enjoyment, but were also instructive: they provided their audiences with models of masculinity, and expressed the ideals of seduction and love in a musical-literary-visual format. 72
Bengali reflections on the Mirror of Music
The Sanskrit Sangitadarpana was also known in Bengali to a limited extent. One digraphic manuscript of the Sanskrit text was written simultaneously in the devanagari and bangla scripts. 73 Repeating the text in two scripts possibly suggests that the scribe envisaged a reader who was familiar with Sanskrit but not with its predominant script, but nonetheless There is also evidence that the Sanskrit text was discussed by people who did not have access to a written copy. Narahari Cakravarti was an early eighteenth-century Bengali theologian and scholar who wrote in Sanskrit and Bengali, particularly hagiographical works relating to the founding saints of his sect, the Gaudiya Sampraday. Narahari spent most of his In this work the poet ceaselessly describes the delightful disposition of the Lord in prose and verse and in the categories of shastra. There are various ways to describe song, in Sanskrit, and the many different languages of the land. Just as in the study of the moon, the moon has many names, 97. So are there several names for song, in the study of music.
And again, towards his conclusion:
je deśe je bhāṣā sei deśe se sundara se se bhāṣāte kāvýa race kavīśvara
The language in one country is beautiful in that country He who composes poetry in that language is the poet-god! 77
These self-conscious meditations on language are insightfully relativist: the poet-god of one nation might be unknown in the next desh. In shastra, different views (of the moon or a song) 77 Cakravarti et al., 83. 78 For a summative discussion of the text's contents see [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . 79 Prajñanananda Sangitasara-samgraha, 37.
That said, the simultaneity of print and manuscript cultures encouraged older practices of reading, editorial, and copying to continue. As mentioned above, the Bengali Sangitataranga was written for publication in 1818, but then one reader copied out the text by hand, switching over from the printed bangla script to devanagari. At the same time, the culture of writing manuscript pocketbooks for connoisseurs, who needed quick reference tools to identify the melodic structures and iconographies of ragas, continued too. For example, one nineteenth-century Ragamalakosha provided schematic accounts of each raga, outlining the notes of the scale in a table and then listing the key features of the raga's visualization. 80 These handily sized pocketbooks testify to the persistence of the culture of erudite listeners, who were expected to be familiar with the poetry and visuals of music, as well as the compositional structure of music. These forms of curating and circulating musical connoisseurship were elements in a larger landscape of vernacular musicological production that spoke to the opportunities and challenges of the age of print, language politics, and social transformation that is beyond the scope of this essay. 81 As for the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, examining the vernacular life of the Sangitadarpana in north India reveals the multiple modes of transmission that could be brought to bear on a Sanskrit text prior to the colonial period. Damodara's Sanskrit workitself constructed from earlier authorities-travelled through transliteration and digraphic manuscripts. Although the ability to write Sanskrit in many scripts was part of its cosmopolitan appeal, presenting the same text twice, in two scripts, on the same page assumed multiple readers in a differentially multilingual setting, with their own points of access to the language.
The Sanskrit work also travelled through translation into a new language, as with Harivallabha's translation, which opened the text to new literary possibilities and cultural connotations, embedded in the target language. Harivallabha redeployed Dāmodara's Sangitadarpana: to "vernacularize" was not simply to render the Sanskrit into the bhasha linguistically, but also to install it in a distinctive imaginary and cultural universe with its own sensibilities and aesthetic priorities. Brajbhasha was far from confined to the Hindi 80 Ragamalakosha, unpublished nineteenth-century MS, consulted at Sam Fogg, London. 81 For the musicological landscape in Bengali over the nineteenth century, see Williams, "Music, Lyrics, and the Bengali Book".
heartlands, but was considered a language of beauty and social cultivation across the subcontinent.
The Sangitadarpana was also transmitted in bilingual manuscripts, or in others which provided a paraphrase translation of the translation. When a third rendering was considered necessary, the boundaries between translation, paraphrase, and commentary-as understood in European tradition-present obstacles. Manuscripts were malleable media, where editors and scribes performed the work of translation as well as copying, and rather than reifying either Damodara or Harivallabha, perhaps it is more relevant to see them as coauthors in every copy, alongside the manuscript editors. Translators were not invisible, but they could be erased, as when Harivallabha's signature was systematically deleted from his verses. Although vernacular intellectuals did not seem to develop a critical literature and theory on translation in the early modern period-compared to, say, seventeenth-to nineteenth-century Japan-authors were conscious of a particular practice at work when they redeployed texts in different languages. 82 The poet Paida, for example, saw his own Brajbhasha work as the offspring of the fertile marriage between Persian and Hindavi. 
